in the normal metal
' -1 and around n + 2/1 ~ 55 em in the superconductor. Most features of the data can be explained by a Golden Rule calculation of the phonon generation process proposed by Holstein.
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We have measured the far infrared absorption in single crystals of pure lead over the fre~uency range from 15 cm-l to 200 cm-l in both the supe:r'conducting and normal states. These data show the first example of structure on the absorptivity of a metal due to the excitation of phonons. It is helpful to consider the analogy to the phonon sidebands commonly observed on electronic transitions in insulators.
In our case the "electronic transition" is the excitation spectrum of the normal or superconducting metal, so an increase in absorption due to phonon creation is expected to start at characteristic phonon freuencies in the normal metal and at the phonon fre~uencies plus 2~ in the superconductor. The absorption spectra obtained increase dramatically at the expected fre~uencies, and structure is observed which can be correlated with peaks in the density of phonon states in Pb. We have thus observed the onset of the volume phonon generation process proposed by Holsteik' 2 to account for the near infrared absorptivity of metals.
In our experiment radiation from a far-infrared Michelson interferometer3 was focused onto a single crystal sample of lead about 7x7x0. 5 rom in size mounted in a highly absorbing cavity. A doped germanium thermometer was cemented to the back of the sample to monitor its temperature. The sample was supported in the cavity by thin-walled stainless steel tubing -.:-rhich served the dual purposes of thermally isolating the sample and protecting the thermometer from directly absorbing any radiation reflected from the sample. The samples had a residual resistance (R 300 /RT) of 13~00 at 4.2°K and 85000 at l.2°K.
Their surfaces were carefully chemically polished so as to maximize the specular reflection of visible light. The experiments done at l. 2°K
on samples in the superconducting state were compared with similar
experiments on normal state·lead done in a magnetic field of -1200
Gauss applied parallel to the sample surface. Reference spectra were obtained by substituting a highly absorbing carbon resistance bolometer for the lead sample. Analysis of the data consisted of calculating the ratios of the lead spectra to the carbon bolometer spectrum and the ratio of the superconducting lead absorption spectrum to the normal absorption spectrum. The superconducting/normal absorption ratios are more useful because any spurious structure due to resonant cavity modes should cancel out of this ratio. The results of many experiments on several samples in two different cavities were averaged and standard deviatio'n confidence levels were computed. No significant differences were observed in the spectra obtained for (100) and (111) sample orientations. This is to be expected since the frequencies are generally too high for the anomalous skin effect to retain appreciable Fermi surface selectivity. In audition, the absorption increases sharply at about 55 cm-1 • A similar but less sharp increase begins at about 35 cm-l in the normal sample. Although the onset of the additional volume absorption is slow in the normal state, it must be invoked to explain the fact that the spectrum becomes concave upward. The skin effect theory predicts a curve which is concave downward throughout this fre~uency region. These curves show that the Holstein absorption is comparable to the skin effect absorption for frequencies above the phonon range.
The details of the onset of absorption are seen more clearly in Fig. 2 , where the ratio of superconducting to normal absorption is plotted.
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The ratio rises rapidly from the gap at 26=22 em to a maxinium at 35
The decrease from 35-55 cm-l is due to the absorption onset in the normal spectrum. The ratio then rises in two steps, centered at -65 and -95 em -l, which are due to the onset of absorption in the superconducting spectrum.
The accuracy of the data in Fig. 1 decreases toward each end of the measured frequency range. Error bars are shown which indicate that the -1 aetails of the structure around 150 em are probably not significant. Many error~ both random and systematic, are expected to disappear from the ratio shown in Fig. 2 . The data sh,own there are probably accurate to ± • 02. Thus.
-1 ' -1 the fine structure near 30 em and beyond 100 em is probably not signifi-
cant, while some of the sharp features near 85 em may be.
As an independent check of our absorption measurements, we measured the power reaching a bolometer after many reflections in a
cavity whose walls were slabs of single crystal Pb, a cavity used previouslyB to study energy gap absorption edges in superconductors.
The ratio of superconducting to normal absorptivity derived from this experiment was in good agreement. with our direct absorption data.
The Holstein process involves the scattering of a conduction electron which simultaneously absorbs a photon and emits a phonon. a (w) a: . ....9.. fw (w-n) ciF(n )dn
2 where E(a) andK(a) ~e complete elliptic integrals with a t2 . The ratio of these two absorptivities was estimated by Holstein s to be QjC's=l6 0Doil5 TvFT in the limit hw » k0D where both ov and~ are independent of frequency. Here of is the high frequency skin depth c/w . p , and Tis the high temperature, large compared to 0D, at which the phonon limited relaxation time T is evaluated. The composite absorption in this high frequency limit has been used successfully to fit the near infrared absorptivity in copper and silver at low tempera- -1 The computed curve drops smoothly above 35 em due to the onset of absorption in the normal state obtained from Eq. (2) . It then rises in two steps due to the onset of absorption inthe superconducting state.
The sharply peaked BCS density of electronic states at the energy gap weights the phonon density of states for n near w-2~. Thus the peaks in 2 . .
~ F(w-2~) shown in curve D contribute step increases to Eq. (3) and thus
Although qualitatively correct, the structure predicted from our simple model deviates from the measurements in that the latter are systematically broadened and shifted to higher frequencies. For example, the theoretical absorption steps centered at -59 and -88 cm-l appear in the measurements at -65 and -95 cm-l respectively. This is an understandable consequence of wave vector selection rules neglected in the theory. Eq. (1) implicitly assumes that any electron momentum is available, a good but not perfect approximation for Pb.
In curve C the skin effect absorption was computed in the extreme anomalous limit from values of cr 1 (w) and cr 2 (w) calculated from strong coupling superconductivity theory for Pb. 13 The extreme anomalous limit is not accurate for our experimental conditions; it i.s known, for example, to underestimate the steepness of the onset of A 8 above the gap. 7 The more accurate wave vector dependent calculations of -8- UCRL-19135 AS/~ by Shaw and Swihart 13 are in excellent agreement with the experimental gap edge, but do not extend to the phonon frequency region. Despite this inaccuracy, cur"''2 C illustrates two important points. The complex conductivities calculated from strong coupling superconductivity theory show structure due to virtual phonon effects. This structure appears as U small (2-4%) peaks in the skin effect absorption centered above the peaks M. A. Biondi, Phys. Rev. 102, 964 (1956 
